Introduction
Patients with cancer often experience distress associated with disease-related symptoms or treatment-related side effects. The phrase "symptom distress" was originally defined in McCorkle and Young's 1 definition applied in development of the Symptom Distress Scale (SDS), "the degree of discomfort from the specific symptom(s) being experienced (and) as reported by the patient" (p. 374). We refer to distress as the intensity and frequency of a symptom that is experienced and reported by the patient, measured by the SDS. Investigators have documented the negative relationships between symptom distress and adults' quality of life (QOL) both physically and psychologically before and during active medical cancer therapy, 2, 3 postoperatively, as well as during survivorship. 5 Monitoring patient-reported cancer-related symptoms and quality of life (SxQOL) is becoming standard practice in cancer care and clinical trials. Clinical studies have shown that monitoring SxQOL with patient-reported outcomes can be efficient 6 and was associated with improved clinician-patient communication and outcomes. 7 Self-report tools can help clinical staff assess and make informed decisions about symptom management. Clinical investigators have used SxQOL measures to monitor and compare various regimens and also to test the efficacy of interventions intended to reduce symptoms distress and improve QOL. 8 There are various symptom measurement tools that can provide numerical ratings of symptom distress (intensity and frequency). 9, 10 On the other hand, symptom bother is a different concept that measures the perceived importance of a symptom when it worries, disturbs, or upsets patients. Yet, few studies help us understand the relative bother level experienced by patients who report the intensity, frequency, or distress of a particular symptom. The most intense or frequent SxQOL issues may not be the highest priority for patients due to a differential in perceived importance or bother; conversely, less intense or frequent symptoms may be perceived as bothersome. In a study of prostate cancer survivors, Brassell et al 11 reported symptom bother scores changing over 24 months in the same direction as the symptom status domains but that bother varied in magnitude between adverse symptom outcomes. Hoekstra et al 12 analyzed self-reported cancer symptom presence, severity, and troublesomeness (bother) in 152 Dutch inpatients with advanced cancer, and reported that assessing bother revealed a third of the sample for whom the most "troublesome" symptom was not ranked as the most severe. Assessing relative bother is of practical importance. Knowledge of symptom intensity, frequency, and bother reported by patients before and during treatment would help health providers identify and address patients' issues, integrate the information with objective clinical data, and provide required therapy modifications, supportive care, and/ or self-care education. A clinician might ask, "Why don't we just ask our patients what is bothering them the most?" Unfortunately, communication barriers exist, and there is evidence that clinicians interrupt patients during symptom reports 13 and use close-ended questions more often than openended ones, precluding a full description of the symptom. 14, 15 Furthermore, patients may want to be the good and strong patient, reluctant to verbalize problems. 16 Snyder et al 17 demonstrated that the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Core Quality of Life Questionnaire (QLQ-C30) was useful in identifying patients' most bothersome issues. The C30 domain scores were analyzed with two approaches to understand the best prediction of bother: 1) the worst subscale scores in absolute terms and 2) the greatest worsening change from the previous assessment point. With a sample of 130 patients receiving outpatient palliative chemotherapy for various cancers in the Netherlands, the authors concluded that absolute scores on a given day identified patients' bothersome issues better than change scores. However, the results have not been verified in other studies with a US patient population or with other SxQOL questionnaires. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the findings apply to SxQOL issues collected longitudinally from pretreatment and throughout active treatment.
The purpose of this analysis was to explore cancer symptom distress levels before and after treatment initiation, patient-reported bother among intense and/or frequent symptoms, and whether self-reported SDS symptom scores would predict the symptoms that patient identified as most bothersome.
Methods
This study was a secondary analysis of data from a randomized controlled trial of the Electronic Self-Report Assessment for Cancer conducted in two comprehensive cancer centers from April 2009 to June 2011 with approval by the institutional review boards of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center/University of Washington Cancer Consortium and the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. 7 Participants provided written informed consent to participate in the study. The details of the trial have been reported elsewhere. 7 In brief, a total of 775 adult, ambulatory patients with any type or stage of cancer, and about to start a new anticancer therapy, were randomized to receive usual education about SxQOL topics or usual education plus the opportunity to self-monitor when not in the clinic, tailored self-care instruction for SxQOL issues, and communication coaching on how to report each SxQOL to clinicians. In the primary analysis, we detected a significant difference between study groups in mean SDS-15 score change from baseline to end of study. SDS-15 score was reduced by an estimated 1.21 (95% confidence interval, 0.23-2.20; P=0.02) in the intervention group. Baseline SDS-15 score (P<0.001) and clinical service (P=0.01) were found predictive for SDS-15 score change.
The Electronic Self-Report Assessment for Cancer screened for cancer-related SxQOL issues before treatment (T1) and at specific time points throughout the patient's therapy for both groups. A 15-item version of the SDS (SDS-15), 
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Patient-reported symptom distress and bother which assesses distress within the past week (including today), was included and covered the following symptoms: physical appearance concerns, appetite issues, bowel issues, breathing issues, concentration, cough, fatigue, outlook (fear/worry), fever/chills, nausea (two items), pain (two items), impact on sexual activity/interest, and insomnia. Each SDS-15 item had a five-point response option list ranging from 1 (no or minimal distress) to 5 (maximal distress); each response option was characterized by phrases describing increasing levels of symptom frequency and/or intensity. Symptom items with responses of ≥3 were considered moderate-to-severe and were displayed to the patient in an on-screen list after completing the assessment. Each participant was asked to choose (up to) two most bothersome SxQOL issues from the list. We selected two time points for this analysis: pretreatment (T1) and approximately 5 weeks after treatment initiation (T2).
Analytic procedure
The percentages of participants who reported a given symptom at moderate-to-severe distress were calculated and compared between T1 and T2 using McNemar tests. The percentages selecting a given symptom as most bothersome were also computed. Using Fisher's exact tests, we explored the impact of age (<50 vs ≥50 years) and sex on sexual activity/interest because of general perceptions that age and sex may influence this variable. The frequencies of the actual item responses (3, 4, or 5) were explored for symptoms deemed moderate-to-severe. The frequencies with which a symptom was selected as a most bothersome issue were then computed for each response.
Two approaches were used to evaluate whether SDS-15 scores could accurately identify the issues participants reported as most bothersome. The first approach used absolute SDS-15 item scores with the highest score(s) indicating the worst symptom(s) experienced. Two SDS-15 items assessing frequency and intensity for pain and nausea were collapsed into one category each, and the higher of the two responses was used. We selected the two symptoms with the highest scores to predict the participant's two most bothersome issues. All participants who reported at least one symptom with moderate-to-severe distress were included regardless of whether a participant selected any or none as a bothersome issue. The predictions were conducted for T1 and T2 separately.
For the second approach, the SDS-15 change score was obtained by subtracting the item scores at T1 from the corresponding scores at T2. Similarly, among frequency and intensity for pain or nausea, the item with a larger positive difference was used to represent that symptom. The top two symptoms with the largest positive difference, indicating worsening symptomatology, were selected to predict the participant's most bothersome issues at T2. Only participants who had at least one worsening symptom were included. Figure 1 illustrates how the prediction of the top two most bothersome issues was made from SDS-15 scores. Symptoms with the same score were given the same rank. When ties were present, all tied symptoms were included in the prediction. For example, for a given participant, within symptoms rated moderate-to-severe, if one symptom had a rank of 1 and one or more symptoms with a rank of 2, then both rank 1 and 2 symptoms were included; if one or more symptoms had a rank of 1, then only symptoms with rank of 1 were used. Essentially, we had two or more predictions for the most bothersome issues if two or more symptoms rated with moderate-to-severe distress, and one prediction if only one symptom was reported with moderate-to-severe distress.
Accuracy was quantified as the percentage of participants in whom the most distressing symptoms, based on the absolute score or change score, correctly identified one or both of the participant's most bothersome issues. Since the approach with change score included only participants with at least one worsening symptom, only the T2 time point was considered when comparing the two approaches. A sensitivity analysis for the comparison was performed using the sample in the change score approach. In addition, whether or not the change score added additional information for the prediction to the absolute score was explored. Specifically, the two most distressing symptoms based on the change score and the absolute score were combined for prediction at T2.
Results
The randomized controlled trial sample has been described previously. 7 For this analysis, 2 and 74 participants, at T1 and T2, respectively, did not answer any SDS-15 item and thus were excluded. In addition, 88 and 84 participants, at T1 and T2, respectively, did not advance to view the page for selecting the most bothersome issues, and also were excluded from the analysis. The final analytical dataset included 662 participants at T1 and 594 participants at T2. Sample characteristics for this analysis are listed in Table 1 .
The prevalence of symptoms with moderate-to-severe distress (a score of ≥3) ranged from 2% (fever/chills) to 45% (impact on sexual activity/interest) before treatment, and 3% (fever/chills, breathing) to 53% (impact on sexual activity/ interest) during treatment. Approximately 81%, 56%, and 40% of participants at T1, and 89%, 69%, and 51% of participants at T2, reported at least 1, 2, or 3 symptoms, respectively, with moderate-to-severe distress. On average, participants reported 2.9 (standard deviation [SD] =2.0) at T1 and 3.4 (SD =2.1) symptoms with moderate-to-severe distress at T2. 
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Hong et al At least 25% of participants reported moderate-to-severe distress levels for impact of cancer and/or treatment on sexual activity/interest, pain, fear/worry, fatigue, and insomnia at T1 (Figure 2 ). Approximately 5 weeks after the start of cancer therapy (T2), at least 25% of participants reported moderateto-severe distress nearly the same as at T1, with the addition of appetite loss and the deletion of fear/worry. Overall, significantly (P≤0.0002) more participants reported moderateto-severe distress after receiving treatment for eight of the 13 symptoms (Figure 2 ). Approximately 15% more participants reported fatigue and appetite loss, whereas approximately 10% more participants reported nausea and bowel problems at T2 compared with T1. The only symptom reported significantly less often at T2 was fear/worry (P<0.0001).
The symptoms participants reported most commonly as "bothersome" both before and during treatment were fatigue, pain, and insomnia ( Figure 2 ). Once reported on the SDS-15 with moderate-to-severe distress, cough, fatigue, fear/worry, and insomnia were the four symptoms perceived as the most 
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Patient-reported symptom distress and bother bothersome issues before treatment by approximately half the participants (Figure 2 ). The pattern remained the same at T2, except for fear/worry, which only 26% of the participants who reported it at moderate-to-severe perceived it as a most bothersome issue. The impact of cancer and/or treatment on sexual activity/interest was the most frequently reported symptom with moderate-to-severe distress both before (45%) and during (53%) treatment, but only 26% (T1) and 18% (T2) participants regarded it as a most bothersome issue. Bother associated with nausea at moderate-to-severe distress increased from 18% pretreatment to 42% during therapy. For the impact on sexual activity/interest, sex was significantly associated with the prevalence of moderate-to-severe distress with higher prevalence in men both before treatment (P=0.002) and during treatment (P<0.0001). Participants aged ≥50 years were found to have higher prevalence (P=0.02) during treatment. Once rated moderate-to-severe, the selection of impact on sexual activities/interest as a most bothersome issue was significantly higher in men compared with women both before (P<0.0001) and during (P=0.02) treatment (Table 2) .
Among symptoms reported with moderate-to-severe distress, the majority (>50%) were moderate (scored a 3 on the SDS-15), whereas fear/worry, pain, impact on sexual activity/ interest, and insomnia were scored more severe (4 or 5). These levels of distress patterns were the same both before and during treatment. When examining the actual item responses for those symptoms selected as most bothersome, there was no clear pattern that a higher score (eg, 5 vs 3 or 4) led to a higher probability of selection as a bothersome issue (Figure 3) .
Using SDS-15 item scores to identify participants' most bothersome issues, 533 participants at T1 and 527 participants at T2 reported at least one symptom with moderate-to-severe distress. If a participant reported only one symptom with mod- T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 T2  T1 
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Hong et al erate-to-severe distress, the absolute item score had predictive accuracy of 46% at T1 and 48% at T2, respectively (Table 3) . In other words, the only symptom reported with moderateto-severe distress was also perceived as the most bothersome issue in 46%-48% participants. When two or more symptoms were reported as moderate-to-severe, the top two symptoms with highest SDS-15 item score correctly predicted the most bothersome issues for 79% (T1) and 76% (T2) participants. When using symptoms with the largest positive difference to predict most bothersome issues at T2, it was corrected for 38% participants when only one symptom was moderate-tosevere and for 70% participants when two or more symptoms were moderate-to-severe (Table 3 ). In the sensitivity analysis, restricted to the same sample used in evaluating the change score, the prediction accuracy with the absolute score remained 76% when two or more symptoms were moderateto-severe (Table 3 ). The prediction accuracy improved 4% when adding change scores on top of the absolute scores.
Discussion
This analysis of US patients with various cancer types and stages, treated at two comprehensive cancer centers, revealed n=40  n=68  n=70  n=20  n=58  n=44  n=209  n=226  n=13  n=67  n=247  n=297   Selected  Not selected   n=188   n=67  n=157  n=119  n=17  n=88  n=42  n=283  n=140  n=17  n=133  n=206  n=316  n=192 Appearance 
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Patient-reported symptom distress and bother several important observations. First, significantly more participants experienced moderate-to-severe distress after start of treatment for the majority of symptoms. Impact on sexual activity/interest, fatigue, pain, and insomnia were the four symptoms reported with moderate-to-severe distress by more than 25% of participants both before and during treatment. However, the prevalence of fear/worry fell significantly after treatment initiation. Second, the likelihood that a symptom with moderate-to-severe distress was regarded as a most bothersome issue was different across symptoms. Moderate-to-severe cough, fatigue, fear/worry, and insomnia were the four symptoms more often regarded as most bothersome issues. Third, the absolute SDS-15 score identified participants' most bothersome issues with good accuracy and outperformed the change score. Our findings are similar to prior work with regard to symptom prevalence. Kim et al 10 reviewed 18 studies with sample sizes that ranged from 26 to 527 and reported that 40%-61% patients with cancer experienced more than one symptom. A recent study in older adults during cancer therapy reported a mean number of 5 (±3) symptoms per patient. 3 The most prevalent cancer symptoms we identified before and during treatment, notably fatigue and pain, are consistent with other studies. 10, 18 Increased cancer symptomatology, after the first cycles of chemotherapy or first few weeks of radiation, is universally observed due to the common and frequent side effects of cancer therapies. Our results confirmed a higher prevalence of moderate-to-severe symptoms during active cancer treatment. Cleeland et al 19 analyzed data from the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group's multisite Symptom Outcomes and Practice Patterns study and reported that 33% of 2,299 patients with various solid tumors receiving current cancer therapy reported at least three symptoms with moderate-to-severe distress. This rate was significantly higher than the 27% of 807 patients not on active therapy. The patient-reported measure used in the Symptom Outcomes and Practice Patterns study, the 19-item M. D. Anderson Symptom Inventory, 9 was similar in core symptoms to our measure, but different in response options (0-10) and the patients were not assessed both before and after new therapy.
We confirmed, in a pretreatment setting and US patient population, the finding from Snyder et al 17 that European patient self-reported symptom scores can identify most bothersome issues with good accuracy and that absolute scores work better than change score. However, the prediction accuracy was lower in our study. Two reasons potentially contributed to the discrepancy. First, participants who reported no bothersome issue were excluded in Snyder's study, but were included in our study. We considered a symptom deemed moderate-to-severe an inaccurate prediction when no bothersome issue was identified. Second, our study used a threshold of only moderate-to-severe (response ≥3 of 5) symptoms from which participants selected most bothersome issues; Snyder's procedures included a list of all symptoms from which participants selected bothersome issues. Symptoms below the threshold score might have been most bothersome to our participants, but those issues were not offered in the list from which the participants chose the bothersome issues as we were most interested in which distressing symptoms could predict bother.
As in the work of Snyder et al, 17 we found that fatigue and pain were not only reported most frequently, but also perceived frequently as most bothersome issues. Understanding how much a particular symptom bothers a patient is related to the self-appraisal of the particular symptom. A symptom with moderate level distress (eg, I frequently have trouble getting to sleep) may cause the patient a great deal of bother or impact on daily life at a given time point. Conversely, a symptom with high level of distress (eg, My cancer or treatment has had a lot of impact on my sexual activities and interests) may not bother the patient much at the same time point. We found in this study that a report of a higher score is not necessarily associated with a higher chance of patient selection as a most bothersome issue. Impact on sexual activity/interest was shown in our study as the most frequently experienced symptom (>50%) with moderate-tosevere distress, but it was perceived as most bothersome issue by only approximately 10% of patients. Symptom priorities during active treatment may characteristically focus on what interferes with day-to-day living. Confirming the classic Maslow's hierachy, 20 being very tired, not sleeping, and eating are logical first considerations by patients during treatment in an acute ambulatory care setting. Concerns related to sexual activity/interest likely come closer to the top of priorities once the acute period is completed.
The concept of symptom bother has been explored often in prostate cancer patient-reported outcome studies since the development of the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite. 21 When comparing survivor outcomes after various treatment management strategies in men with prostate cancer, Wei et al 22 found that compared to two radiation treatment modalities, men who were at least 1 year postprostatectomy reported significantly more sexual and bladder dysfunction; yet only the sexual functioning was significantly bothersome. These results contrast with our findings about sexual activity/ interest, yet underscore the influence of sample (men only), trajectory (longer-term survival), and treatment type (surgical vs radiation).
The significant drop in moderate-to-severe fear/worry from pretreatment to on-treatment is a relevant finding, perhaps reflecting peace of mind achieved once the treatment had become familiar to the patient. Since the seminal paper of Zabora et al, 23 psychological distress has been evaluated in various types of cancer pretreatment only 24 and posttreatment survivorship. 25 Pretreatment worry has been shown to be significantly higher in women about to receive chemotherapy than radiation therapy and correlated to neurocognitive dysfunction. 26 However, little is known, if anything, about the impact of actually starting treatment on elevated pretreatment distress levels.
The generalizability of our findings to other samples may be limited; our sample was relatively homogenous in terms of race and education and was limited to patients treated at comprehensive cancer centers. Only 13 symptoms were studied, therefore, information on frequencies and severity of other disease or treatment-related symptoms were not available. We included participants who had only one or two symptoms rated moderate-to-severe into the predictive analyses, without knowing how they interpret selecting two most bothersome issues when only one or two symptoms were listed for selection. Furthermore, we only measured symptoms immediately before a new cancer therapy and during the acute phase of treatment. Our findings cannot be generalized beyond this timeframe, for example, into posttherapy survivorship.
Conclusion and clinical implication
Symptom scores collected just prior to a clinic visit, though demonstrated to be predictive of bother, may not be perfectly accurate without understanding bother. A combination of the symptom report score plus the patient's prioritization of problematic or bothersome symptoms may be most helpful to a clinician about to conduct a verbal history with subsequent symptom analysis. The most bothersome symptom gives the clinician a place to start when synthesizing all information about a patient during cancer therapy.
